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L'archive ouverte pluridisciplinaire HAL, est destinée au dépôt età la diffusion de documents scientifiques de niveau recherche, publiés ou non, emanant desétablissements d'enseignement et de recherche français ouétrangers, des laboratoires publics ou privés. [2] and superfluid helium 3 [3] ; this simplification is related to the magnitude of the correlation length w here AT is the distance to the critical point 7~? and ~o is the correlation length far from Tp. Mean field behaviour is found near Tc whenever ~o is large compared to the interparticle distance [4] .
It is natural to ask if anything similar happens for critical points involving long polymer chains (with a polymerization index ~V ~&#x3E; 1). The main practical complication here is due to polydispersity. In the present note, we ignore polydispersity and consider three typical situations (listed in the abstract) :
1) the case of a single polymer species dissolved in a poor solvent, at temperatures T slightly below the 0 point [5] , is the most familiar : the mean field free energy F (per cm3) as a function of concentration c ' has the form [5, 6] : ' where w = a3 is a monomer volume, and is weakly negative in the region of interest. From (2) one derives by standard methods [7] the osmotic pressure and the location of the critical point : -~=2MW-~, c,,=w-' N-112 (mean field) (3) Article published online by EDP Sciences and available at http://dx.doi.org/10.1051/jphyslet:019770038021044100 and the correlation length (~o ~ N1~4 a) to be used in eq. (1) (c+ 2013 c-) to the fluctuations bv in the total number. We know that [10] The importance of the fluctuations is measured by X is maximal when 0 takes the smallest allowed value [9] , namely 0 = ç3 ( thus X is larger than unity throughout the tempe. rature interval AT" -e-7~ -eN-1/2 which is of interest for critical phenomena [5] : this means that the fluctuations are dangerous, and that the critical behaviour is not of the mean field type [9] .
2 where U' is a constant of arbitrary sign (and of order unity).
From eq. (7) we derive the location of the critical point and the correlation length ~ above 7~ (eq. 1) with a prefactor
The result for case (ii) is surprising at first sight. Note however that when T = To (at the compensation point) AT -To/N and ~ = ~o(T,,IAT)'I' is of order N 112 a, as it should for a system of molten chains without segregation effects.
We then proceed to construct the Ginsburg argument (in a volume 0 = çd) and find, for instance in case (ii) :
In particular, for d = 3, X is larger than unity only in a very small temperature interval AT~*~T A/~~~!7" 2013T'!A/~~~!T 2013T~t /A~ =~0~' =t~0 ~ct~* ~t~O ~c)' .
For case (i) a similar argument leads to and for d = 3 the width of the non classical region is Thus for both cases we may say that the existence of long chains reduces the critical region very strongly.
The condition 1 AT 1 &#x3E; AT* will be realized in most experiments as soon as N is reasonably large : then the fluctuations are not dangerous, and the mean field picture is qualitatively correct.
3) [12] : for c larger than c* the probability of contact between one given monomer and the others is not proportional to c (as in the mean field theory) but to c(ca3)n4, the last factor expressing the effect of correlations [12] . Then (1) the interaction range is large, but the average distance between coils remains comparable to the interaction range : no special simplification is expected, and the critical exponents should be non-classical.
